This paper presents calculation of electron-impurity scattering coefficient of Bloch waves for one 
I. INTRODUCTION
Scattering theory provide powerful direct ways for quantum systems treatment and and allow to obtain essential information about these systems. In Solid State Physics scattering theory has been used to describe various transport phenomena. The main feature in this case is presence of periodic potential due to the lattice structure which results in basis of Bloch functions.
The scattering in terms of Bloch functions has been studied in a number of works.
The works of Morgan [1] and Newton [2] are based on the Korringa, Kohn and Rostoker equation [3, 4] and give rather a general description of Bloch electron scattering on impurities in crystals.
Unfortunately, the resulting expressions for the scattering amplitudes are complicated, its direct use in evaluation of transport properties is difficult. In this paper we propose, perhaps, the simplest model formulation and realization of the scattering problem on a base of Dirac comb potential and ZRP model for an impurity. It is known that the mean velocity of conductivity electrons is low in a sense that the electron de Broglio wavelength is large compared with atom dimension [5] . Its justify applications of zero-range potentials (ZRP).
Dirac Comb model is a special case of the Kronig-Penney model [6] , which ranks among small number of exact solvable problems in quantum mechanics. It is interesting to investigate aspects of electron Bloch scattering within simple model, which allows to insight into basic properties of the Bloch electron scattering in systems with periodic potentials.
In this work we construct flux normalized Bloch wavefunctions and use them for impurity scattering probability determination. In section II A we start from reproducing some classical results of electron properties in Dirac comb potential. Then, in section II B we use obtained expression for energy dispersion to study chemical potential temperature dependence for considered system. Next, in section II C flux normalisation for Bloch wave basis set is provided. Finally, in section II D the ZRP impurity scattering probability is derived in explicit form. Section III contains summary and discussion.
II. DIRAC COMB DEFECT SCATTERING

A. Bloch wavefunctions
Let us reproduce classical calculation (see [7] ) of electron properties in a lattice under the influence of a weak attractive Dirac Comb potential for a reader convenience. In Dirac Comb model a single atom potential in each cell is reduced to a Dirac delta function.
Consider an electron moving in potential of equidistant Dirac delta functions:
where β -parameter of potential, a -period of cell. Generally, the parameter β can be both negative and positive.
Each delta function in (1) represents the simplest zero range potential. For such a case, Shrödinger equation for potential (1) can be replaced with boundary condition imposed on wave function (for more detailed information see [5] ):
where ψ is wavefunction. Obviously, first term of (2) is non zero and wavefunction ψ have finite discontinuity of first derivative at points of potential location.
For one dimensional problem Bloch wavefunction must be eigenfunction of both Hamilton and translation operator. Wave function for the domain between two point potentials located at x = 0 and x = a (i.e. for x ∈ [0, a) ) should be linear combination of two plain waves:
where A, B -two complex constants, k = √ 2mE/ -momentum of electron.
According to the definition the shift operator is given by:
Corresponding eigenvalue problem for (4) takes the form:
We solve the problem (5) demanding finiteness of wavefunction ψ at both infinities:
−2a −a a 2a where K -real constant. Addition limitation on K can be applied in case of Born-Karmann condition (N cell ring-like sewing) is assumed. In this case:
Applying (5) to (3) and taking into account (6) one may get wavefunction for the domain [−a, 0):
Substitution of (3) and (8) into continuity condition for ψ at point x = 0 and (2) gives us a system:
System of equations (9a) and (9b) is system of linear homogeneous equations for A and B.
It have one trivial solution and may have one fundamental solution. Condition of equations consistency (determinant of coefficients matrix equals zero) gives us:
Equation (10) is well known and in fact gives a band structure -dependence between energy E = k 2 /2m and quasi wave vector K. Typical band structure of Dirac comb is shown in figure 2 . Tuning β and a parameters allows to set arbitrary zone/bandgap ratio (as shown in figure 3 ) which can be useful for building real systems approximations. Moreover, (10) allow to derive analytical expressions for several solid state physics quantities such as density of states and electron velocity (see [7] ):
Expressing K(E) from (10):
evaluating derivate of (13) one may obtain analytical form of (11) and (12).
It's essential to note that for every allowed energy we will have two Bloch functions: for K and −K, which are associated with left and right Bloch waves.
B. Fermi energy
Obtained expression (11) for density of states allows us to calculate Fermi energy and chemical potential for electron in Dirac comb potential. We start from Fermi-Dirac distribution:
where
Obviously, (14) must satisfy normalization condition for a total number of electrons. We will take into account that at zero temperature Fermi distribution function reduces to a step function:
where ρ(E) -density of states, N e -total number of electrons, N -number of cells in wire (assuming each atom in wire has only one electron). Thus one may calculate E f within this model using (15) and (13).
Chemical potential can be obtained in similar way:
In some cases it may be more convenient to use the following form (here only valence band is taken into account):
Chemical potential temperature dependence calculated within numerical procedure showed negligible shifts for points within band except the k B T neighborhood of upper bandedge, where local maximum is formed.
C. Flux normalization
It's essential to note that K in (10) is in cosine so for every allowed energy we will have two Bloch functions: for K and −K. Bloch functions for K and −K will give us appropriate flux in opposite directions.
For one dimension flux can be calculated as follows:
Direct substitution (3) into (18) yields:
Equation (19) is true for any x.
Solution of system (9a, 9b) gives dependence between coefficients
and furthermore several equivalent form of solution can be obtained:
or
e ±iKa e −ika − 1 .
From now on we will use (21) as its form is more convenient.
Let us introduce the following coefficients b + and b − for shortening:
e ±iKa e ika − 1 .
Substitution of (21) into (19) gives:
Next, equation (23) is used for flux normalization:
Left and right waves are normalized separately. Equations (24), (23) and (21) are used to determine coefficient A ± and B ± consequently.
D. Impurity scattering
Generally Bloch wavefunction for Dirac comb potential (1) has the following form:
Let us assume that electron Bloch wave propagate from −∞ to ∞ and scatter at potential center γδ(x − x 0 ) located at point x 0 ∈ (ma, (m + 1)a). Thus, scattering ansatz appears as follows:
where index i stands for incident, s stands for scattered, t stands for transmitted wave. Now boundary condition (analogue of (2)) should be applied at point x 0 , that gives:
We should add one more condition for continuity at point x 0 ).
Both (28) and (29) form a system. We state C i = 1 (it correspond to incident flux normalized to one) and solve system for C s and C t :
One in shorter form, using (22):
gives us scattering probability. T = |C t | 2 gives us transmission probability. In order to calculate scattering probability one should replace A ± and B ± with (21) and (23) taking into account flux normalization (24). Scattering probability of Bloch electron on impurity depending on scatterer parameters and energy was obtained. Data showed nontrivial behaviour of scattering probability. It is planned to apply the results in the transport phenomena theory.
One dimensional scattering problem gives us a good "toy" model, that have very interesting application in the inverse scattering method of the soliton theory (nonlinear equation of KdV type) [8] . The results of scattering on ZRP theory may be applied in the context of integrable potentials theory as well [9] , its Bloch functions version could give an impulse to develop the theory. Tramslation operator 
